Abstract
Introduction
With the increasing volume of biological sequences available, an important bioinformatics problem is to find regularities among the sequences as motifs. In biological sequence analysis, a motif is a short consensus patterns among a set of biological sequences and it represents a common feature or inherent pattern in the sequences. For proteins, motifs are generally closely related to their functions and structures. DNA motifs are often present at the noncoding region of genome and serve as signals to determine interactions between DNA, RNA transcripts, and the cellular machinery. Discovering these motifs plays an important role in understanding how cell functions. In its simplest form, the motif discovery problem can be generally formulated as follows.
Given a set of sequences, each of which are known to be embedded at least one instance of a motif of length l with up to d mutations, recover the motif. The development of automated methods for motif finding in biosequence is a challenging task for the following reasons. First, because the motif instances are subject to various kinds of mutations such as substitution, deletion and insertion, the instances could significantly different from each other although each instance still closely matches the consensus pattern. For example, suppose the motif consensus is CT T CCT . Two motif instances, ACT CCT and CT T T CT , each with only one or two mutations from the motif consensus, show very subtle similarity. Secondly, some other false signal similar to the motif consensus may randomly occur in the sequences and obscures the true motif's signal.
In the past several years, many motif discovery algorithms have been proposed based on greedy algorithms [9] , Expectation Maximization(EM) algorithms [1, 4] , Gibbs Sampling [12, 13, 19] , evolutionary computation [14] , and many other algorithms. Depending on the way of defining the motif search space, they generally fall into two categories: pattern-driven approaches [17, 16] and sampledriven approaches [4, 12, 13, 19, 18] . A hybrid of patterndriven and sample-driven approaches, the MULTIPRO-FILER algorithm, was also proposed [10] , where a neighborhood of each segment in the DNA sequences is used as a possible motif. Sinha [16] proposed Dmotif algorithm to address the problem from a feature selection perspective. Each candidate motif is viewed as a feature. Classifiers are built on each of the features to discriminate positive sequences from random sequences. Candidate motifs with the smallest classification errors are reported as likely patterns.
In this paper, we formulate the motif discovery problem in bioinformatics as a multiple-instance problem. A multiple-instance problem involves ambiguous training examples: a single example is represented by a set of instances, some of which may be responsible for the observed classification of the example; yet, the training label is only attached to the example instead of the instances. In the case of motif discovery, sequences embedded with a certain motif of length are positive examples and random sequences are used as negative examples. Suppose the length of the motif is l. Each sequence is represented by a collection of instances -all the unique overlapping l-mers in the sequence. The motif discovery problem is similar to the multiple-instance problem in the sense that each positive example is known to have one or more positive motif instances embedded. However, different from a typical multiple-instance problem, in motif discovery, a true motif may also randomly appear in a negative sequences. Hence algorithms which implicitly assume that instances in negative examples are all negative may not work in this case. The MILES (Multiple-Instance Learning via Embedded instance Selection) method [5] which converts the multipleinstance learning problem to a standard supervised learning problem does not impose the assumption relating instance labels to example labels and hence is suitable for the motif discovery problem. We apply this method to discover transcriptional factor binding sites in promoters, a typical motif finding problem in biology, and show that the method is at least comparable to existing methods.
Review of Multiple-Instance Learning
Multiple-instance learning differs from supervised learning in that labels are only assigned to collections of instances (bags) rather than individual instances. Generally, a bag is labeled positive if and only if at least one instance in that bag is positive. Otherwise it is labeled negative. No label is given to individual instances. The goal of multipleinstance learning is to discover instances that are responsible for positive labeling of the bags using the labeled bags in training data and hence classify new bags.
One of the earliest algorithms for multiple-instance learning is axis-parallel rectangle (APR) method proposed for drug activity prediction [7] . The idea of the APR method was extended to a general framework based on diverse density (DD) [15] , which measures a co-occurrence of similar instances from different positive bags. Zhang and Goldman [21] combined the idea of expectation-maximization (EM) with diverse density, and developed the EM-DD algorithm to search for the most likely concept. Ensembles of multi-instance learners were also proposed [22] , which achieved competitive test results in drug activity prediction. Multiple-instance problems have also been addressed with standard supervised learning techniques, including decision trees [25] , Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with a kernel for multiple-instance data [8] , logistic regression and boosting approaches [20] , and SVMs with DD function [6] .
Many of the above multiple-instance formulations explicitly or implicitly encode the assumption that a bag is positive if and only if at least one of its instances is positive. The assumption is valid for the earliest studied multiple instance problems such as drug activity prediction. However, for applications such as motif discovery, a negative bag (e.g., a random sequence without the motif embedded) may also contain instances that are similar to the motif purely by random. The MILES (Multiple-Instance Learning via Embedded instance Selection) method [5] , which converts the multiple-instance learning problem to a standard supervised learning problem that does not impose the assumption relating instance labels to bag labels, is well suited for the motif discovery task. This method maps each bag into a feature space defined by the instances in the training bags via an instance-bag similarity measure and apply 1-norm SVM to select important features as well as construct classifiers simultaneously.
MILES for Motif Discovery
MILES [5] extends ideas from the diverse density framework [15, 6] and the wrapper model in feature selection [11] . It identifies instances that are relevant to the observed classification by embedding bags into an instancebased feature space and selecting most important features. Based on an instance-bag similarity measure, a given bag is embedded into a feature space where each dimension represents the bag's similarities to a particular instance in the training set. The embedding produces a possibly high dimensional space when the number of instances is large. In addition, many features may be redundant or irrelevant because some of the instances might not be responsible for the observed classification of the bags, or might be similar to each other. It is hence essential and indispensable to select a subset of mapped features that is most relevant to the classification problem of interest. 1-norm SVM [3, 23] is applied to construct classifiers and select important features simultaneously. Since each feature is defined by an instance, feature selection is essentially instance selection. The selected instances define the motifs uncovered.
We denote positive sequences (bags) as s + i and the j-th l-mers (instance) in that sequences as s
and n − i are defined for random sequences (negative bags). When the label on the sequences does not matter, it will be referred to as s i with l-mers as s ij . All l-mers belong to feature space X. The number of positive (negative) sequences is denoted as + ( − ). For the purpose of motif discovery, we are interested in finding positive instances. Hence, instances that only occur in negative bags are ignored. For the sake of convenience, we line up all instances in positive bags together and reindex them as
. Next, we introduce a novel instance-bag similarity measure designed specifically for motif discovery. We define the alignment score between the instance c and the sequence s i as the maximum alignment score between the instance c and all l-mers in the sequence s i . quence is proportion to their alignment score. This definition has a winner-takes-all flavor, in that, as long as the sequence s i contains the instance, the winner will be the segment corresponding to the instance, and the similarity will be large. Intuitively, given an instance c, the probability that the sequence s i are embedded with instance c is high if we can find a close match for c at the sequence. Because the biological sequences are assumed to be generated from a random background distribution, it is reasonable to assume that an instance would more likely to be a positive instance if the probability that it is generated from the background model is low. Therefore the similarity between an instance and a sequence is inverse proportion to the probability that the instance c is generated by the background model (P (c)). The length of the instance l accounts for P (c) (longer instances generally have lower probability). To eliminate this factor, we normalize the probability P (c) with the length of the instance l. The similarity between an instance c j and a sequence s i is therefore formulated as
A(c, s
In this way, we map each sequence into a feature space defined by the instances in the training examples via an instance-bag similarity measure. This feature mapping often provides a large number of redundant or irrelevant features. We apply 1-norm SVM to select important instances (features) as well as construct classifiers of the examples simultaneously.
Next we present a brief review the 1-norm SVM formulation. The class label of the sequences are denoted by y, which takes values of +1 and −1 (+1 for those sequences with motif embedded and −1 for those without). We consider the classification problem of finding a linear classifier y = sign w T m + b in the feature space F C to distinguish between positive examples and negative examples where w and b are model parameters, m ∈ F C corresponds to a bag. The SVM approach constructs classifiers based on hyperplanes by minimizing a regularized training error λP [·] + error where P [·] is a regularizer, λ is called the regularization parameter, and error is commonly defined as a total of the loss that each bag introduces through a hinge loss function ξ = max{1 − y(w T m + b), 0}. When an optimal solution w is obtained, the magnitude of its component w k indicates the significance of the effect of the k-th feature in F C on the classifier. Those features corresponding to a non-zero w k are selected and used in the classifier.
The regularizer in standard SVMs is the squared 2-norm of the weight vector w , which formulates SVMs as quadratic programs (QP). Solving QPs is typically computationally expensive. Alternatively, SVMs are formulated as Linear programs (LPs) [2, 23] by regularizing with a sparse-favoring norm, e.g., the 1-norm of w ( w 1 = k |w k |). Thus 1-norm SVM is also referred to as sparse SVM and has been applied to other practical problems such as drug discovery [3] . By rewriting w as w = u − v, the LP for 1-norm SVM can be formulated as:
where ξ, η are hinge losses. Let w * = u * −v * and b * be the optimal solution of (3). The magnitude of w * k determines the influence of the k-th feature on the classifier. The set of selected features is given as {x k : k ∈ I}, where I = {k : |w * k | > 0} is the index set for nonzero entries in w * .
Experiments and Results
In this section, we present the experiments of applying MILES to a specific motif discovery problem -discovering transcriptional factor binding sites at Yeast promoter regions. The binding sites of transcriptional factors usually display a motif pattern. The Promoter Database of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae (SCPD) 1 catalogs more than 100 transcriptional factors. For each transcriptional factor, it provides information about genes under its regulation, experimentally-mapped binding sites, as well as a consensus binding site. To test the performance of our algorithm, test sets are built from SCPD for transcriptional factors occurring in no less than 3 promoters and having a consensus binding site. Totally 22 transcriptional factors are selected, and each data set contains the promoter sequences of the corresponding genes and consensus binding site. The length of the promoter sequences is 600 bps. A 3 rd -order Markov chain model is built for background sequences with all yeast promoter sequences that are publicly available 2 .
Experiments
We apply the MILES algorithm to discovering the experimentally-mapped transcriptional factor binding sites in the 22 sets of promoter sequences. For each transcriptional factor, we are given a set of DNA sequences which the transcriptional factor is known to bind to. These sequences serve as the positive examples (bags) for multipleinstance learning. We randomly generate an equal number of sequences of the same length using the above background model and use them as the negative examples (bags) for the learning task. Two key parameters are required by the algorithm: the length of motif instance l and the length of spaces k. A sliding window of size l is used to extract instances from positive sequences. We also allow spacer in the motif. According to previous findings [16, 24] , if a motif contains spacer, the spacer usually presents at the middle of the motif with length from 1 to 11 base pairs. Suppose k is the length of spacer allowed. We mask k consecutive letters at the center of each instance.
Results
The experimental results are summarized in Table 1 . Column 1 lists the names of the transcriptional factors. Column 2 shows the biologically-mapped binding site consensus of the corresponding transcriptional factors. The first close match to the consensus binding site and its rank, reported by the MILES algorithm, are presented in columns 3 and 4. The first close match reported by Dmotif algorithm and its rank are given in columns 5 and 6. It can be seen that in 11 out of 22 categories of promoters, the known consensus closely matches the top ranking motifs reported by MILES algorithm.
We here compare the prediction results of MILES algorithm with the published results of Sinha's Dmotif algorithm [16] . We compute the percentage of cases in which the first-ranked motif reported by the algorithms closely matches the known consensus. For our algorithm, this value is 50%, while the value for Dmotif algorithm is 45%. Thus, in terms of the percentage of first-ranked true motifs, our algorithm performs comparably to the Dmotif algorithm. In nine out of 22 cases, our algorithm assigns the experimentally determined binding sites a higher rank than the Dmotif algorithm, while in five out of 22 cases, Dmotif algorithm ranks them higher.
In addition, our algorithm also successfully recover the binding sites of the regulons T BP and U ASP HR, which Dmotif algorithm failed to identify. The highest-ranked motif pattern T AT AAA closely matches the experimentally identified binding sites of T BP . CT T CCT , which exactly matches the binding site CT T CCT of U ASP HR, is reported at rank 15. Both our proposed algorithm and Dmotif algorithm are unable to discover the annotated motif consensus of regulon SF F .
Discussion and Conclusions
Discovering motifs from biological sequences is a very difficult task. In this paper, we have formulated the motif discovery problem as a multiple instance problem and applied a multiple-instance learning algorithm, the MILES algorithm, to finding motifs. Using a novel an instance-bag similarity measure, we map each sequence into a feature space defined by the instances in the training sequences. We employ 1-norm SVM to select important features as well as construct classifiers simultaneously. Our experimental results have shown that this algorithm is capable of ranking the true motifs as top matches in 50% of the cases as compared with 45% of the cases with Dmotif algorithm.
The motif length and the length of spaces are given as parameters for our motif discovery algorithm. Although the length of the motif is in general 6 to 8, the possible range of the length of spaces could be large. One extension of this work is to automatically find the two parameters.
In this paper, we limit the motif search space to the patterns that actually appear in the positive sample sequences, as sample-driven algorithms do. However, in the cases that variations are allowed in the sequences or in the cases that most motif instances are differently mutated and hence significantly from each other, sample-driven approach may not work well. One way to avoid the problem is to construct a feature space using a neighborhood of each segment in the DNA sequences as a possible motif instance. 1  PDR3  TCCGYGGA  TCCGCGGA  1  TCCGYGGA  2  REB1  YYACCCG  TACCCGC  1  YTACCCG  1  ROX1  YYNATTGTTY  GCCTATTGTT  1  CCTATTG  7  RAP1  RMACCCA  GAACCCA  5  ACCCAGW  1  CAR1  AGCCGCSA  TAGCCGC  2  TAGCCGCS  2  SFF  GTMAACAA  NOT FOUND  -N OT FOUND  -STE12  ATGAAA  ATGAAAC  1  ATGNAAC  1  TBP  TATAWAW  TATAAA  3  NOT FOUND  -UASPHR  CTTCCT  CTTCCT  15  NOT FOUND  - 
